THE VALUES OF BRIDGE CONTRACT INTERIORS
Our passion is your desire…

Innovating anti-ligature

WE FURNISH

WINDOWS
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Who are we?

Bridge have become the go-to for contract soft furnishings projects and the trusted supplier to a number of key groups within the care, hospitality & education sector. We have a simple mission – to provide unrivalled service and project delivery of quality soft furnishings to the contract sector.

We are innovators and installers of soft furnishings and anti-ligature products for all applications.

OUR VALUES
Brightening everyone’s day
Reliability through quality and service
Integrity, doing the right thing at all cost
Detail in every single department
Great, continuous self-improvement
Excellence in design

SECTORS WE SERVICE
- EDUCATION
- HOSPITALITY
- HEALTHCARE
- RETIREMENT & EXTRA CARE ACCOMMODATION
OUR PRODUCTS

‘QUALITY IS VITAL, AND PERFECTION IS PARAMOUNT, SO OF COURSE, SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED.’ ALL PRODUCTS ARE PRODUCED TO COMMERCIAL STANDARDS.

Discuss your requirements with the team today, call on 0800 619 6190
How we work:

As innovators, we are flexible in the way we work and love a challenge. We will tailor our service to meet your needs.

From initial concept to completion, Bridge are with you all the way, from expectation to fulfilment. Whether you are an architect, interior designer, home manager, services manager, or contractor, we will tailor our service to meet your needs.

Our products and services include:

• Soft furnishings
• Tracks and poles
• Anti-ligature and reduce ligature/weapons risk products for mental health environments
• Design expertise and site surveys
• Manufacture
• Installation

Our process:

Initial conversation to understand ideas, requirements and any potential obstacles

STEP 01

Measure and survey

STEP 02

Order and manufacture bespoke solution

STEP 03

Concept discussion to run through proposed solution

STEP 04

Installation of products

STEP 05

STEP 06
CASE STUDY 01
HEALTHCARE

Springfield, Chocolate Works, York

We were delighted to be involved on this award-winning project. Working with the architects and interior designers, we manufactured and installed all the curtains, blinds and soft furnishings throughout the retirement village. Located on the old Terry’s Chocolate Work’s site, the design philosophy was to create a unique, pioneering and stimulating village with compassionate care at its heart. The building needed to facilitate the provision of safe care above everything whilst maintaining quality of life for residents, within a homely environment. Having achieved all of this, the project was named Best Care Village at the Pinders Healthcare Design Awards.

BEST CARE VILLAGE
PINDERS 2018
Study Inn, Cambridge

We manufactured and installed curtains & tracks throughout this 360 bed student accommodation. The project involved bay windows as well as standard windows, all furnished with curtains in their own bespoke design fabric.
CASE STUDY 03
MENTAL HEALTH

The Priory Group,
Woodbourne

Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit that offers safe wards with a homely, controlled environment. Here we installed the soft furnishings, rails and anti-ligature SafeDoors. The curtains were sewn down pencil pleat with the strings removed to reduce ligature risk.

CASE STUDY 04
MENTAL HEALTH

The Priory Group,
Home Farm & West View

Specialist residential service and school. We worked with the interior designer to manufacture and install all anti-ligature window dressings, rails and cushions.
YMCA
Bristol

The Bristol Wing is a hostel located in the refurbished Grade II listed old police headquarters in the heart of Bristol City Centre. The client wanted curtains to complement the industrial style. We specified a Panaz woven fabric throughout, with antique brass tracks.

YMCA
Bath

The client wanted plain unlined dimout curtains in a grey material to work with their brightly painted rooms. These were made to order from stock fabric over a period of months as and when rooms were refurbished with a 7 day turnaround time, including tracks, curtains and cushions.

Seacroft Green,
Springfield

Here, we worked with the client to come up with schemes to get their desired look. They gave us their colour palette and we came up with mood boards for each area of the home. All fabrics specified were inherently flame retardant.
Our Accreditations

To arrange your free consultation call us today on 01249 464 465

www.bridgecontractinteriors.com
Bridge